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I IHTRODUCTION

i.:';" As-its third session, the Sconomic Commission for Africa,

adopted Resolution 32 (ill), the text of which is as follows:

"The Economic Commission for Africa . ;:

Having coneidered documents E/CN.14/63 "Transport Problems

in Relation to Eoonomic Development in West Africa" and D3/CN.14/94

"Concerted Aotion on Transportation in the African Region"}

Recognising the urgent necessity for a comprehensive inter—

African transportation network ;

Realizing that to link effectively the various,oountries in

the West African sub-region by a network of all-weather roads ia

a prerequisite to the development of inter—African trade j

Requests that, as a first step, a meeting of the Ministers

of transport and/or Works of the countries of the West African sub-

region as defined in U)/CN. 14/94* should be convened in 1961 to

discuss:

(a) general lines upon which the sub-regional transport

network should be developed j

; (b) the possibility of the standardization of vehicle

legislation, and signaliaation for traffio using the

. . subr-regional transport network."

2# The primary purpose of this note is to provide interested

authorities with background information regarding the question

referred to in operative paragraph (b) of the above resolution,
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i.*. the possibility of standardizing road motor vehicle legislation

and signs and signals for traffic using the highways network of

the West African sub-region. In -this connexion, it should be re

called that by.the terms of the document on concerted action on

Transportation in the African Region (»/<»;14/94). The following

countries are invited to participate in discussing the points

mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) of the resolution :

Senegal, Mali, Gambia, Portuguese, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia,

Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Ghana, Republic of Togo, Dahomey, Niger,

Nigeria, Republic of Caraeroun, Chad, Central African Republic,

Congo (Brazzaville), Gabon, Rio Muni, ui.v

3. L lie Commission left it to the participating countries to

consider and to decide which of the various facets of road motor

vehicle legislation should be studied with a view to regional

unification. However, having regard to the analytical data on do

mestic and international road transport brought forward, iiv:the

,«$udy "Transport Problems in Relation to Sconomio Development in

West Africa" (S/CN.14/63), it is clear that a rather broad inter

pretation must be placed on the expression "vehicle legislation"

usei i* Resolution Kov 32 (ill). In addition, the emphasis must be

on'the teohnioal and economic aspects of such legislation if the

aims of standardization and administrative^coordination of road

liranisport are to be' achieved. '■-•■. ■■-<

4. ^ : In%enerai, 'the expression "road traffic and transport legis

lation" covers ail questions ranging from action' T& the public

authorities on the construction, maintenance and administration
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of highways to the regulation, supervision, taxation and policing

of the use of roads by both private and commercial traffic. While

at national level such matters may be entrusted to one or more

specialized services, such as highways departments, motor vehicle

departments* traffic police and public utility bodies, when it

,oomes to international co-operation account must also be taken of

aspects for which other authorities aro responsible e.g. customs,

foreign.trade or immigration departments. Then some arbitrary

decision- has to be mado as to which questions still properly belong

within the field of international transport.

5« For the above reasons, it is assumed to be appropriate in

the present note to concentrate on the following!

(i) road traffic laws, rules and regulations ;

(ii) licensing of motor vehicle drivers..;

(iii) frontier facilities for private and commercial traffio $

and

(iv) road transport enterprises engaging in international

services.

6. Although some provisions of road traffic laws are relevant

to the problems involved in establishing highways construction

tibrms and standards, it is assumed that these problems will be

studied'in conjunction with the question of developing the high

ways network (item (a) of the terms of reference of the Conference)*

On the other hand, traffic laws definitely include the question

•of road signs and signals. Nevertheless, since the Commission

resolution singled out that question for separate discussion

and study, a note on "Standard Road Signs and Signals in West

Africa" has been prepared as an independent addendum hereto.
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7. Lastly, it should be mentioned that modern road motor vehicle

legislation observes a series of basic standards which reflect

progress/so far achieved at world level towards not only greater

safety and efficiency of road transport but also harmonious co

operation in facilitating international traffic. 'One significant

aspect of United Nations activities has been the even greater pro

gress achieved at regional'level. A study of the situation in

West Africa will show that standardization is not only possible

but desirable without delay, as one contribution to the success

of the larger project on the development of the West African road

, network. Accordingly, ,SOme preliminary suggestions are set out

below as a basis.for further study and for decisions by the "

competent authorities of the countries of the sub-region. Brief

summaries are also given of related United Nations activities at

both world and regional levels.

II. ROAD TRAFFIC LEGISLATION W) REGULATIONS

" APoeP*ance in West Africa of the 194Q Convention on Road Traffic

The Commission's decision to request a study of the possibi-

lity of standardizing motor vehicle legislation and its efforts to

facilitate international traffic in the West-African sub-region

would seem to reflect earlier activities at regional level in

Africa, such as the endeavour to have the 1949 Convention otf'Hoad

-traffic, which was concluded under United Nations auspices, adopted

as-a.basis for modernizing the various national highway codes.
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9. Reports received suggest, too, that the specific aspects, in

which, there is need for revision and higher degree of standardiza

tion are highway codes, teohnioal regulations on motor vehicle and

trailer equipment in international traffic, maximum permissible

weights and dimensions of motor vehioles, licensing and supervision

of motor vehicle drivers, road safety, first aid, garage and

workshop accommodation. Although the Convention deals with all these

aspects their very number demonstrates the need for action, at

both international and national levels.

10. As the Convention on Road Traffic, which was signed at

the United Nations Conference on Road and .Motor Transport iheltl at

Geneva in 1949, has been generally accepted in West Africa, the.

way is open to concentrate on practical measures for its implemen

tation that will make the utmost use of it as (i) a modern

instrument for the regulation of international traffic and (ii)

an adequate basis for the formulation of national highway and motor

vehicle codes. There is no need to dwell on the formal aspect's1

of accession to the Convention, except possibly as regards a few

practical Questions which the newly independent countries may

wish to review jointly while examining this study of motor vehicle

legislation. ■

2* Summary of the provisions of the 1949 Convention ' , <

II- The Convention contains 35 articles, divided into the following

chapters : I, General Provisions ; II, Rules of tKe'%>ad, Til. :

■Signs and Signals ; IV. Provisions applicable to Motor Vehicles

and .Trailers in International Traffic,-, V. Drivers of Motor Vehicles

ia International Traffic ; VI. Provisions applicable to Cycles '
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in International Traffic ; and VII. Final Provisions. It also

contains 10 annexes, as follows: 1. Additional Provision conoerning

Definitions of Motor Vehicle and Cycle ; 2. Priority of Passage 5 3.

Registration Number of Vehicles in International Traffic 5 A*

Distinguishing Sign of Vehicles in International Traffic; 5* Identi

fication marks of vehicles in International Traffic ; 6. Technical

Conditions concerning the Equipment of Motor Vehicles and Trailers

in International Traffic ; 7. Dimensions and Weights of Vehicles

in International Traffic ; 8. Conditions to be fulfilled by

Drivers of Motor Vehicles in International Traffic j 9. Model'

Driving Permit 5 and 10. Model International Driving Permit.

12. The basic assumption of the Convention, as set forth in its

artiole 1, is that each Contracting State, while retaining juris

diction over the use of its own roads, agrees to their use for

international traffic in accordance with the terms of the Convention,

13.. The nature of the annexes and their relationship to the

Convention are treated in article 2. The articles of. the^Convention

are on the whole designed to establish a code of basic principles,

;while the technical details required to clarify and implement

these principles are placed in the annexes, which are cpnsidered

as integral parts of the Convention. However, the Convention provides

that a Contracting Stated-may exclude'certain annexes from its

,,applioation of the;Convention, while some of the annexes contain

provisions which are not binding. -.:.•■■

14; Article 3 encourages States to put into effect measures to

facilitate international road traffic by simplifying customs,

polie©,. health or other requirements. It also recognizes the right

of a Contracting State to require a bond guaranteeing the payment
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of import duties and import taxes, but provides that States shall

accept in lieu thereof the guarantee of an organization established

in its territory affiliated to an international association

which has issued a valid international Customs passLfo'r the motor

vehicle, such as a oarnet de passages en douane; ThV article also

provides that States will endeavour to keep open during the same

hours customs offices and posts next to each other on the'same

. international road, .

15. Article 5 makes it clear that the Convention is not'intended

to cover authorization of international commercial road transport.

It also stipulates that all other "matters not provided for in the

Convention remain within the competence of the' Contracting States'

domestic legislation. :

16. The most valuable clauses as regards traffic rules and regu

lations are to be found in chapters II, IV and V. The provisions

of articles 6 to 16, which constitute chapter II of the Convention,

■and annex 2 prescribethe rules of the road. While only basic

■ retirements of universal application are included, the provisions

cover all points on which a real measure of^uniformity in.traffic

laws and regulations is desirable. They may also be: taken as rules

of good conduct to be observed by road users in the interest of.

the safety and convenience not only of motor traffic but also of'

animal-drawn vehicles-and animal convoys. Among the rules which

aim at ..achieving worldwide uniformity, special mention snouldbe

made of those governing the rule of the road (article <?), passing

and overtaking (article 11), turning off the road (article 12), '

stopping and parking of vehicles (article 13), signal lights to
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the front and to the rear of vehicles or combinations of vehicles

at night or when required by atmospheric conditions (article 15)»

It may be of interest to note in this connexion that the question

of establishing a uniform right—hand rule throughout the world was

not raised at the 1949 Conference. ' Even though the present praotioe

in the great majority of countries is to drive on the right, there

are important exceptions (e.g. the Unitod Kingdom and most of. the

British Commonwealth countries, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Ireland,

Japan, Sweden), Thus, the provisions relative to the direction of

traffic in articles 9> 11 and 12 are so worded as to apply where

either the left-hand or the right-hand rule is in force. This

question is certainly of world-wide import, being closely related

to the other rules of the road covered in the Convention and to

the problem of road safety,. However, for economic reasons the

achievement of uniformity here is likely to take a long time. v

Intimately bound up with the rule concerning the side of the road

traffic should travel on is another arbitrary rule -•: that governing

priority of passage, which is covered by the provisions -of'annex 2

to the Convention. This annex is one of the Convention's^ two

permissive annexes, the other being annex 1 concerning the defihi-
r..- '- '■

tion of a cycle with a small auxiliary engine, t:'■ -

17* Chapter III consists of a single article (17). It deals with

road signs and signals, setting out broad prinoiples as the basis

for a standardized system, designed for safety, within a given

country. , Qeveloiiments in these matters since the 1949 Conference

are, described dn the note "Standard Road "Signs and Signals in
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West Africa" (Doo E/cN.14/TRANS/01)

18. Articles 18-23 (chapter IV) and the related annexes 3-7 pres-

oribe the documents and the method of identification necessary for

admission of motor vehicles and trailers to international traffio,

as well as technical conditions relative to their equipment and

construction. Under the Convention, there is no need for an inter

national registration certificate, since the domestic registration

certificate is recognized as sufficient to admit a vehicle into

the territory of another Contracting.State (article. 18)• As for

proper identification of vehicles, annex 5 prescribes the identi-

•fioation marks which vehicles must carry in international traffic.

The provisions relative to the display of the vehicle registration

number and its composition appear in article 19, supplemented "by

annex 3- In addition to the registration number, a distinguishing

sign must be displayed to show the country of registration. These

provisions (article 20 and annex 4) are of special interest to the

newly independent countries.

19. Article 22 and annex 6 deal with equipment of vehicles, while

article 23 and annex 7 establish the permissible maximum dimensions

and weights of larger motor vehicles and combinations. The latter

question is more fully discussed in paragraphs 23-32 below. These

provisions are not applicable until a Contracting State takes

appropriate action. Annex 6 oovers technical conditions concerning

braking, lighting and the principal items of motor vehiole equipment.

20.. _ The section on braking provides, in general terms, for,

efficient, safe and rapid braking under imy load conditions and on
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any gradient on which the vehicle or combination of vehicles is

operated. Both service and parking brakes are required, but no

braking or stopping distance is specified. Trailers exceeding 750 kg.

gross weight with load must have at least one braking device",

while trailers that have less than this weight must have a brake

if their weight exceeds one-half of the unladen weight of the

drawing vehicle. Trailers equipped with brakes must have break

away device capable of automatically stopping the trailer if it

becomes detached while in motion,

21. With regard to lighting, the minimum general requirements

'for every motor vehiole are : two white or yellow driving lights,

two passing lights and two position lights, one red rear light,

two red reflectors (which may be incorporated with the rear lights),

and a red or amber stop light actuated by a service brake, : Special

provisions deal with lights for trailers or motor cycles. The

driving lights must be capable of adequately illuminating the..

road for a hundred meters without causing glare or dazzle to other

road users. Direction indicators, showing white or amber towards

the front and red or amber towards the rear, are permissive, as

are white or yellow reversing lights. A light to illuminate the

rear registration plate of a vehicle is obligatory. The seotion

of annex 6 prescribing other conditions concerning the technical -

equipment of vehicles includes provisions on steering apparatus,

driving mirror, windscreen wiper, safety glass in windscreens,

exhaust silencer and tyres. , . ...

22. Requirements for drivers of motor vehicles in international

traffic are speoified in articles 24~25 and annexes 8-10.
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Under arti^jL© .24, recognition may. "be. granted to the domestic

driving permit of. a foreign driver provided the permit is .val^d

and was obtained after proof of toiv^ng competence. Contracting

States are free, however, to require the international, driving

permit, if they.deem it preferable from the point of view of their

motor, vehicle administration.. ,. . ,

Annex 8 prescribes eighteen years as the basic minimum age

for driving in international traffic*; annex 9> which is not

binding on Contracting StateB, suggests a model domestxo driving

permiti and annex 10 gives ^particulars of the model international

$te«mit. These provisions of the Convention have since been :

supplemented by recommendations on minimum standards .for the

.. ^ssu^nce of driving permits an_d on the recognition pf domestic

driving,permits, .; .... s . .... ,.. . . . :,,-

.. ;i iv The Convention permits- withdrawal from a driver of. the-

x±gb.1b to use either th« domestic or international permit if he has

cotomitted a driving offence of ..suoh..:a-mature as would entail the

forfeiture of his driving permit under the legislation and regula-

tifcna of the State in which he is. driving. The Contracting Siattes

also undertake, (under article 2.5) to. oommunicate, to each ,ot.her the

information required to identify any person holding either type

of permit vrho is liable to proceedings for a driving offenoc.'

^.°'^:^-?B; ^ ia^s?;^.^:.^.'^1;r?-?*^llS States to empower

"authorized assgoisttions" to issue the international driving

permit. In tho various countries, the "authorized associations"

■ .are usucH7 ;th9 automobile or touring'organizations-or clubs. !'■
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23. Chapter VII (Final Provisions) contains clauses relating to

signature, ratification and accession (article 27), territorial

application (article 28), entry into force (article 29), denunciation

(article 32) and settlement of disputes (article 33), similar to

the corresponding provisions in other treaties and conventions.

Artxole 30 provides for the continuati'on in force of the earlier

international agreements (the 1926 International 'Conventions "

' relative to Motor Traffic and to Road traffic and the l942f Conven

tion on the Regulation of Inter-Araefican Automotive Traffic)' until

Parties thereto replace them by the 1949. Convention. Specific

provision foe amendments to the Convention is made in article 31.

.flhdrer- the-procedure prescribed, clau&es of, the^Convention and,1

in .particular,' of its annexes may be amended without the convening

of a conference as and1 when technological or other developments

so require. ■ : -- ., •. ' ■ ■' ■■*■ ■ ■ ■■ ■

24• The above brief summary shows the ease and convenience with

whioh, under the Convention, motorists can take their cars to

foreign, countries for touring purposes or tour a country visited

in. a oar: acquired in that Country, The consistent implementation

of the Convention by West-African countries will help to facili

tate motor traffic through the region not only for nationals of

these countries but also:for motorists from other parts of the

world, as soon as the basic network, of highways is available.

■-■'■♦ ■■■■■ •■- : 3* Further action of the countries under

'"""■■ ■ the 1949 Convention "

25,,o ;5?he time available for the deliberations of the Conference

does not permit a detailed discussion and review of all the
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s;ubatantiv©,vprovisions of the 1949 Convention.-' However,

its ea^ly effective application throughout the sub-region, at

least a few, questions should be examined, such as aooessipn to

the 1949 Convention by '.vest-.frican oountries and territories,

the selection of distinctive letters for motor vehicles registered

in the various countries and territories of West Afrioa, and the

apceptano© of domestic motor vehicle registration certificates

and driving permits in international traffic. Some few of the

oountries concerned have already expressed keen interest in

such questions! these are treated individually in the following

paragraphs, with a view to indicating the kind of joint aotibn

the Conference might usefully take now to give an immediate

stimulus to international travel and transport and to pave the'
*',■■!,-■ ;•."'"■-"' : ...... ...... - - .. , s .,->'. .-.-.„. ..... ,,. --:■.. ■.,«■*-

way to the subsequent solution of other problems.

WeatyAfrioan oountries and territories fas parties,,to the 1949 -

■■ Convention ..._■ v ■ , . :;- ;.,,.( .,-....■-p ^ ,, ■ .;;Oi . .....r ;tj

26, The 1949 Convention has been ^in force since 26 March 1952>

2/
and arof 1 "July 1961y 47 States are parties; *o it.-': .,'-u\i-.-:

UndLer the provisions of the Convention, States may become

parties to its by ratification, if they sighed it "before

i January 1950. Otherwise, they may'-aocede to'it, provided they

are members of the tlnited Nations or were invited to attend the

l/ The text of this Convention will be found on pp. 13^68 of

United Nations Publications Sales No. 1950. VIII.2, United Nations

Conference on Road and Motor Transport 1 Final Act and Related

Documents.

^Authoritative source on ra/fcifioations, accessions, and related

matters is the publication of the United Nations Legal Offioe

Status of Multilateral Conventions, Doc. ST/lBG/3> Rev.l, kept
up to date by the issue of revised sheets and reports.
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1949 Conference oh Ebad and Motor Transport. Other States may aooede

subject to a"resolution by Hne Sobnomiif aiid Social, Council declaring

SfeteV administering' United' Nations Trust

Territories' or responsiiiie for the international relations of

other" territories were aiso'invited under the Convention to

extend 'their application to'those territories, where required^'

suVjeot to the "consuliatibn witii 1 octal governments.

27. .Th©.. state of, rajtj.fications an£j-pfe. aopepsion.s to or- .ter^ij

application of the Convention in tfee; West-iAfrican subriregioa.1ifl
"#£i.\;-:i. .■'.■>: *' ■■" - ■'.'.'■ mhjv-z^ro. ».v. ; .->,-.•... -..-.■■■ ■■■. ■■..■- - -■■•* -■-'- ■

shown in, columns 5 and 6, of the. synpptic,.ta;T?le in Ann,ex l,h That

table, shows that of. the, countries an& -territprles, .include^in..the

West-African sub-re^ionpin aopor|!anjc.e

concerning "Concerted^Action on,

thirteen are new States only recently admitted to the pelted Nations

Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Togo,

Upper :;yolta); one is a-1-State not yet'admitted:(Sierra Leone), 'tEree

have been members of > the United-Nations'-for-mbre than one yeaa?-:

(Ghana, .Guinea, Liberia), one pf} them,,(j^Jberjla.) haying;-b#en a

member at ,tlie tV16 ^tl^1^ invijed...t9tthei.5.949 Conferenpej..,oii9i!:,,is

a _,ynit^a.;iTationg Trusja5e,rri^ory[fgoon,:,t?:rfe^epate;)WithY>9tfe^^

(Npr|?^ent9amer^un ^ith^geria^

and three are dependent territories (Gambia, Portuguese Guinea,

Eio Muni)*

28. f.On.^eha^f of twelve of the .-^o

independent .iSia'tetf^- Erarioe^tb^--SiStS-j fe^m'e'rly^£^^caistMA£ifor

V

"fi' iS f il'JCP< OV.."-T,'1 ".'".'■Oii. ,'fA

In the pas'tj two States, Monacoo and. th^ ;-Re^ub^c oi:>

have acceded' following a declaration "by" thf"i;C<^Si'c
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their international relations, notified the application of the

Convention in their respective territories .5?ipr to th^eii1 aooession

to independence. In this connexion, it should be mentioned that the

newly-independent States, on becoming members of the United Nations,

could normally acknowledge that they continued to be bound by-^the

obligations arising from the provisions of Conventions which

the administering powers had previously declared applicable to.

them, or decide to ratify or aoofede, depending on the requirements

osC-?.the particular Convention.- Earlier this year, the Seoretary-

General invited all those twelve States, to inform him of their

position on various Conventions, among them the 1949 Convention

on Road Traffic. While the -replies from governments cannot be

; expected without some time-lag, the representatives of .the. countries

conoerned may wish to inform .the Conference of .a&y;> new developments,

and possibly oonfirm (that.; their respective countries consider

themselves parties to the Convention. ■ ."■.:■■

29. Of the other six independent States, bnly Ghana has so far

acceded;to the Convention, while Nigeria has: declared its interest

i» doing so. Liberia is not a party to. the Convention;??.the question

■of the admission to United Nations membership of Sierra Leone,

(which iscovered;by the territorial application^clause). is ■.-/.-■

consideration and may come before the General-. Assembly ^

; September. 1961. As to Guinea,, the former actoinistexing power

hextended the application of the Convention to its terrltbry in

1952.r, Clarification has not yet baon received from the Government of
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Guinea as to whether it considers itself bound. The Convention

ia>also in force in one, of ,.the three territories ,(Rio Muni.},

Distinctive sigh for motor -vehicles in international traffic

* ■ ■ ■ 30. >'"' In order to facilitate the identification-of any motor "^vehicle

used for travel outside its country of registration, a special"

distinctive :sign is required, "besides the registration placesy to

indicate the country 'Or territory of registration.- Thisinter-

'■-'•'■• national distinctive sign (Article 20 and Annex 4)-is elliptical

in shape, otnform to certain prescribed ^ifliftimura dimensions'' and

be placed at the rear of the vehiole. It has a: black- inscription

On a-white ground5indicating country or territory of registation.

Through the efforts of Certain^international organizations

-■■ ■ proposals have' been advanced "but not yet accepted to-standardize

•. -r| - l>oth the inscriptions on and the dimensions of registration plates.

Iri; aooordahce with these'proposals, the full naine of the country,

or territory of registration would appear on the standardized'1

xegistratipja plate. .

31. The inscription On the distinctive sign as prescribed by

'■■■'■■ ' the-" Convention, should comprise on© to threo-letters in capital

Latin characters, indicating the particular country or territory

of registration. It is interesting to note that under 'the.-1949

Convention countries oan notify their selection of distinctive

■ letters'even before they become parties to the Convention^ §&e

:; vUMted-Nations keeps the list of distinctive letters up to date

in ^-^an>accordance with notification Of additions and revisions .:. I
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reoeived from governments.^ The competent international automobile and

toiiring associations cooperate in the dissemination of this infaianation*

As of 1 July-I960, for West Africa the list shows the following ,datai

Dahomey ... DY Nigeria (before accession to independence) •• WAN

., Gambia ... WAG Sierra Leone (" ; " " " ) •• WAL

■ Ghana .*. GH Spanish African localities and provinces .. 3

32. The above list is rather incomplete^ and ;some of the countries

shown may-wish-to modify their distrinotive letters. The Conference would

certainly be an appropriate forum for reviewing the question with-.a view

to deciding on distinctive letters for as many:..countries as practicable,

or at least for-preparing recommendations to governments. As will.be

seen from the following paragraphs,: proper registration mar&in&iof

vehicles, of whioh the distinctive sign is apart in. .the oase=-5f. .inter

national traffic, is necessary to ensure that vehicles are not denied

entry into a particular country.

J.ooeptanoe of domestic motor vehicle registration certificates in^

International traffic. ...

33. . , ■ Under :the 1949 Convention no special proof of road

ie rexjuired for. motor vehicles in international traffic.

requirement is that the vehicle should be duly registej?e.d:by la

Party to the Convention and a registration certificate is

showing the registration number, identification particulars t>f),^he:

ve-hiole and :the name and address of the owner. It would.:appear ;_■

The data are found in the document referred to above in footnote £/•
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that the recognition of domestic registration certificates, is not

granted in all the countries of West Africa, and. that in ;some

countries international certificates are still required, as was

prescribed by earlier international agreements which.-the 1949

Convention superseded'. These certificates were .usually provided

"by automobile' associations•■. At the present time, .obtaining them

is a considerable inconvenience, though this can be overcome in

'the case of vehicles brought from countries outside the sub-region^

wh&ir'e these associations can;still provide ths service. However, -

the1 requirement is quite impassible to comply with when applied to ,

vehicles registered in a country of sub—region whose regulations

are based on the 1949 Convention. For them the international ;

registration certificate has to be obtained by some special ■.

arrangement among the automobile associations, which, is not feasible

^I»- West Africa* :"--'.'-.vv .; ■ . ■ ■ ■ ; ';.-.;

34« It seems desirable for all countries of West Africa to

exchange information on the issuance of domestic registration

certificates without delay, in order to ascertain that e-acxt coxuiiry's

certificate contains all the data prescribed ty'the 1949: Convention.

!nhereafter, arrangements can be made for reciprocal recognition .-

of domestic certificates and'the elimination 'of the n&ed for inter

national'certificates. This could be accomplished by unilateral -

'adiiinistrative arrangements or by a "joint declaration of all

participating countries, or by a formal agreement. In this connexion,

consideration could be given at the same time to granting the same,

facility to vehicles registered outside the region.
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Ao-ceptance of domestic driving permits in international road,traffic

35» As was mentioned in paragraph 20 above/ Under the 1949

. Convention countries requxxe a valid driving permit from visiting

.foreign motorists, for purposes of motor traffic o.ontrol, This

may be a permit issued by the home country or country of gprpal '

residence of the motorist, or an international driving permits, The

uniform model of the domestic driving permit, as reoommended by

the 1949 Convention, is shown in: Annex 2.. It. is implied-that

countries will as,.a rule accept any domestic permit conforming to

the modely because it shows all particulars, that may be required

by road traffic authorities in such a uniform way that possible

language difficulties in comprehending them are mostly obviated.

Countries may aocept domestic driving permits not conforming to the

reoommended modelj but, if they deem it preferable, they may require

the international driving permit instead. The latter is obligatory

for drivers from countries that do not issue a domestic driving

permit. The model of the international permit is prescribed by the

1949 Convention.

,36. After signature;of the 1949 Convention, the United Nations

conducted certain studies and.consultations with.a view to encourag

ing general recognition of domestic-driving p^rndts in international

,;itraffic. As a result, the Economic and Social Council was. able, in

1957* "to make the following specific reoommendations %o governments.-^/

5/
M Under Obuncil resolution 645 E(XXTIl) an enquiry' of governments

was carried out which showed that the recommendations met with

the desired response (S/CN-2/l9O Facilitation of International
Travel and Transport). ~
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- (That they recognize in international traffic any valid

..,,.;■:, domestic) driving..;parmi.t issued.by the competent authprity.af.ter

proof of competence; h

. : . -; .—: lha't, where' language-difficulties, exist, arrangements be

, made .to. provide for attaching to the domestic permit ;a certification

;..Qf authenticity and validity, on a standard form approved, by the

.Council, made out in qne or more of .the official languages, of- the

United Nations, according to ;th3 region in which the doHestio

permit is. to be used..■". As an alternative, .governments are. recommended

»•■■,'■ to.accept an official translation of the ■domestic rpermrt in the

languages ,o-f; tho counip^ies an which, it is to "be used.: ;■...:

3?. iSinoth^ significant'1 development which slioitid be mehtioned

"is tlie literal interpretatiok that nag' cdcie to lie''given to tile

provisidii'of the 1949 Convention governing the'recognition o£

driving'pa3*mitev Countries accept the driving permits', not only

for foreign motorists''who arrive *&t ths wheel of a motor veaicla,

but also of those who: arrive by tinner means' and subsequently

acquire' the use of' a motor vehicle' through purchase, rental'"or

loan in the country visited. Unless expressly 'authorized, the

■facility grjante.d-imd«r this intsrpxetation; of the 1949 Convention

. i- would not-normally apply to; professional :dxivers^. because questions

::: concerning foreign professional, drivers, "being related to transport

...for hire.; or rewardy-are outside; the scops of the. 1949 Converrfcion,

39» Ite fact thai'few countries have actually introduced the

1949 Convention model as their official permit has not adversely

affected the: broadening of the use of domestio permits in.

i\:s<:-■" t :-iX'.L-~. -.. , . . ■ .-. : x ■ ."'C'~ '■' ■ ■ ' ■■■■'■' ■ ■-' - . ■ '■ y-\-'-
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international traffic. While the question of reciprocity has a

certain weight, authorities generally decide to recognise;,.the

driving permits of other countries whenever they can. he satisfied

that the particulars they oontain will he understood-"by traffic

police and officials competent to admit the hold©* to drive.on the

roads within their territories. A large number of countries

recognize domestic permits without requiring translations. The

Economic Commission for Europe recommended member countries not

to require translation unless the alphabet used on the permit is

different from their own,

39. Some, countries require translation, but generally only

on the validating standard certificate rat&er.tha© integral

translation. English or French or languages :of neighbouring coun

tries are the most frequently specified languages. Other countries

.provide special facilities for the issuance of their own permits

against visitors' domestic permits. A few countries require the

international driving permit, or consider this the best solution^

.40. Recognition by the authorities of West African countries

of domestic driving permits at the sub-regional level does not seem

to ..present any difficulties. Considering the Council's recommendations

and their implementation in other regions of-.the,world, these coun

tries should be able to agree forthwith to recognize reciprocally

all domestic driving permits. , .-■:.■ -,,..-

The Secretary-General included consultation of Governments on
the recognition of domestic driving permits also in conjunction
with the preparation of the report (e/3438 and Add. l) Development
°Z ye^nati°aal travel and Tourism.nnnfliHft^ at the 31st session
of the Council, in spring 1961.
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41. Concerning the recognition of West African driving permits

outside the sub-region r it is important,-to emphasize that possible

language difficulties are practically eliminated, as these permits

are established in English or French. It remains for the.competent

authorities to ensure that they contain all the particulars required

in international traffic. Once this question is clarified, holders

of valid driving permits issued "by a competent West African authority

should be able to drive private motor vehicles while travelling out

side the, sub-region. ■■'■.••■..

42. Finally, West African countries have an interest in providing

adequate facilities to holders of driving permits who are not

domiciled in the sub-region. With all due regard to road traffic

safety and regulation in West Africa the authorities of the sub-

region should find it possible to recognize domestic permits

established.in English or French or .those provided with the standard

validating, certificate, as in the model reproduced in Annex 39 in

English or French or both languages.

43. The measures suggested can be taken either by a series of

.unilateral administrative arrangements or by a joint declaration.

If preferred, a formal regional agreement could be concluded, or

some combination of these measures could be envisaged. For example,

if a regional Agreement is proposed, then pending its entry into

force one of the two other mentioned methods could be resorted to

for short-term application. ■ ■'■
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4. Outline of national legielation

General Observations

44. Generally speaking, the domestic road traffic law& and

regulations of countries in West Africa cannot be modernized merely

by the adoption of the 1949 Convention, A world-wide1 agreement like

the Convention is bound to be limited to minimum provisions common

to countries whose traffic characteristics, requirements or level

of development represent the greatest variations, - Therefore,, :in

order to achieve the desired high level of modern uniform, legislation

in West Africa, the 1949 Convention. mu§t be supplemented by;.either

the conclusion of a regional agreement or the adoption of-uniform

oode of laws and regulations. At the.present stage it is not-

possible to make a choice between these two solutions; but a.model

code for West Africa would appear;to be feasible if it can be-made

simple, clear and sufficiently complete. Some countries may. have

advanced more than others in their studies, of mptor tra^gj^,,..

requirements and the corresponding regulations; ;but far from causing

difficulties, this oould be an advantage, because of the,very similar

geographic, climatic and economic conditions in the countries of

the sub-region. ;

45- Whan the traffic authorities of these countries initiate

studies of a modern code of laws and regulations, and of- standard

solutions, they will have to face the problem that not ail, countries

in their sub-region have adopted a uniform'rule of the road1. In

most countries of the sub-region the traffic keeps to the right, but

in some it keeps to the left. Moreover, the situation is far from
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uniform on the African Continent. In North Africa the right-hand

rule holds, while in East and South Africa the left-hand rule

prevails nearly ""everywhere. ' It" will not'T)e~easy for the West

African countries concerned to make an early.vchan'ge-over "from:

the left-htancL rule to the right-hand rules, but i~t seems desirable

that they should try to da...so wh4-le traffic is still light and,

, the cost to public authorities or road users comparatively low.

For the sake ,pf .clarity^, i# -what follows only countries, where

traffic travels,, on. tha right aro considered. ;. : r:, ■

■46. i- .^-in the- early'stages "of m&tdrizatibn, automotive traffic

i is QftenD'coiafined' to 'urban areas, so that highway'codes tend to

-..■disre^atoijit&'po'tential nations-wide importance. Owing to actual

'traffic conditions, it may' also havs been' neoessary in many countries

of West' Africa to concentrate on the regulation of traffic in urban

. zonesi' However, urban traffic problems are local in character and

cannot be dealt with in detail under general regulations. For

,.example, matters of parkingj one-way streets, priorities'at inter

sections of major and secondary streets, maximum spsad limits for

■■-: specific categories of vehicles, traffic rules for public transport

... vehicles etc; oannot be regulated by a national highway code.

47• Hence, in studies of standard legislation and .regulations

for the sub-region while all necessary attention will be paid to

urban.itraffie problems, provisions will b© set forth not in national

codes, but in separate^ ordinances promulgated by competent municipal

: ^authorities for - application in :the: areas within' their jurisdiction.
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This division will make national legislation simple and specific,

and applicable to all public roads in the given country,:while

detailed regulations can be developed for urban traffic.without

impairing the efficiency and usefulness of the national code.

48. Representing as they do the necessary authority for the

control of vehicles and road users, national road traffic laws

comprise not only technical provisions but also administrative

, ai^d enforcement,measures. Uniformity, will mainly be sought in the

following technical and related administrative spheres:

, . (i) highway codes applicable to all road users;

.-...■ . (it) structural requirements for motor vehicles and their

.. . equipment;

.-,„.,. (ill) registration, identification and periodic, inspection of

. , ... , motor vehicles; . . ..

(iv) permissible maximum weights' and sizes for motor vehicles;

■ (vF)*viicens1ing of motor vbhicle drivefsV :';'

49» In.the above spheres lies the possibility of the greatest

contribution to the expansion of road traffic among the countries

of the sub—region. The lines on which uniform provisions governing

points (i)-(iv) ruight ba developed are discussed in paragraphs

50-66. A separate section is dsvctad to tha question of minimum

requirements for motor vehicle drivers-

; Appreciable advantages would also be derived from some degree

of uniformity in regulations concerning liability of vehicle owners

for damage in case of accident - accident investigation and statistics,

and designation and competence of traffic authorities. But in

present circumstances it is probably impracticable to consider
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these aspects, of highway, legislation. Efforts should nevertheless

be- made to secure their eventual inclusion in a oode for West

Africa»

Driving of vehicles and leading of animals

50. ftie highway code should contain the following provisions,

(i) Vehicles on tjie -road must have a driver.

(ii) Animals and cattle, alone or in herds, must be under

the control of some person.

(iii) Drivers should be able at all times to control their

vehicles and when approaching other users must take

the necessary precautions to ensure mutual safety.

(iv) Every driver, pedestrian or other road user should

conduct himself in such a way as not to endanger or

obstruct traffic.

(v) Under, noxmal conditions the driver drives, his vehicle

or leads his animals on the right-hand side of the

carriageway and keeps as far to the right as practicable

when another road user is approaching from the opposite

direction or is about to overtake him, as well as in all

oases when visibility ahead is insufficient.
,( ■ .......

a) On two-lane carriageways built for two-way tra^fio,

the drivsr must keep his vehicle in the lane appropriate

to the direction in which he is travelling.

b) On carriageways with more than two lanes the driver

must keep his vehicle in the lane nearest the edge of
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the oarriageway appropriate to the direction in which

he is travelling..

(vi) A driver- intending to mate an important change in the speed
or direction of his vehicle or animals, must make sure

. beforehand that he can do so without danger and give notxce

of his intention tp other road users,

(vii) A driver coming out of a pl*ce or building located on the
edge of the road must-, enter the:,road, ortly after havxng made

sure beforehand that .he can do so without endangerxng

. traffic and at. a speed which will permit him to stop at

any given moment*

(viii) In open country, heavy or large motor vehicles must keep

a distance between them of not. less, than 50 metres when

proceeding at the same speed.

Convoys of vehicles muSt be divided into groups of not

mere than three with a distance of not less than 50

metres between groups.

"^ overtaking

51. The basic rules to be observed are!

(i) When two vehicles proceeding"^ opposite- directions-meet,

the clrjver of each must keep as far to. his right as.

permitted by the presence of other road users. "

(ii) .In overtaking, drivars must pass pn,.tb^l9ft of the

;..vehicles or animal being overtaken.

.''■(ill) Every driver wishing to overtake another vehicle must
make sure that there is sufficient room and sufficient

visibility aheed to permit overtaking without danger.
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M0.00V3,, if neceasary>

*-**-■■-

^is proMbited on ourves' °n *■»top of a Ml! and, in g9neral, when

ff It is also

i o r °f oad atui^ •«• *■can do so Wittout danger to the vehicl9 overtaken.

When ahout to ,e overtaken, the driver must Mediately

rzras praoticabis t m

M * ndition prevent

.eetin, or overtax of other vehioles,

"* !arge vehioles should reduoe their ^eed ^ 'if

nec9ssa stop or move over to one side in order to leave
the right of way to smaller vehioles. .

Priority of pa3sagfl Mt „„„, t

r:t: :rr::at -
(i) ^ driver of . vehiol, or animaia. approving a road

about to.oroaa is free and aode^te his speed in
accordance with visibility conditions.'
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Bvery driver,;Who is about to turn off a road on his right,

must keep to the right ecLge of the carriageway. A driver

intending to turn off a two-lane road on his left must keep

to the left without crossing the aiis'of the carriageway.

(iii) When any two drivers approach a road intersection by

different roads of which neither enjoys priority over the

■ other,- the driver approaching from the left must yield the

right of way to the other driver.

Speed

53» In some oountries the maximum permissible speed of vehicles is

laid down in the national highway cods.

. The limits may be of this order; :

on motorways . ... 100 Km/hr.

in open country 75 »

■ . ..-■ .--■,: -in. villager, residential zones'- 45 " ■■

in urban areas 35 "

Kie codes of ^some otlier countries prespribe ,that. traffic authorities

have the power to establish ma^imum^ speedy and indicate them by

appropriate signs,. Ike general., safety rules on speed axe .as .follows 1

(i) Every driver must maintain reasonable speed and drive

:;; • ti-s vehicle or lead his animals- prudently*

(ii) He should adjust his speed to traffic conditions or

foreseeable obstacles, and reduce it appreciably:

a) When driving through buili^up areas?

b) in open country: when the road is not clear; when

visibility is not good; on curves, sharp descents,

road sections that are narrow or obstructed or bordered

by houses; at crossroads and whan approaching the
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top of a hillj and when meeting or overtaking draught,

pack or saddle animals or cattle.

Parking, stopping • : : .

54- ., ..With.regard .to .parking, stopping and similar situations, the

provisions - pf modern highway codes require drivers': -

.:'..: (i) to ensure that their vehicles (or animals) are not left

on the road where they are likely to cause danger or

inconvenience to others;
■ _ y ■;, ."

(ii) never to leave any place where have stopped without first

. ..': - taking tlie necessary safety precautions* and

(iii) never tq. alight from their vehicle or open a door without

making eure that "they: can do so without danger.

Weights and dimensions of motor vehicles

55- Maximum weights and dimensions of motor vehicles and their

loads should be prescribed by law and supervised' and'enforced "by

traffic authorities in co-operation with.those responsible .for road

construction and maintenance. Clear provisions should be lai(?. down

for "exceptions such as the transport of abnormal loads,. . On suc&-

related matters as the reconstruction or modification of vehicles,

regulations may be especially important for encouraging the

construction in developing countries that previously had no automobile

industry of lorry and bus bodies'fcy domestic' enterprises« Regarding

the building of buses, spepial.provisions .would of course-have to be

laid down ^ov,ernijig the s-afety- and comfort of passengers*

56. The provisions of. the .1949 .Convention, on Hoad traffic concern

ing the dimensions and weights of motor, vehicles in international traffic
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(artiole 23 and annex 7) state - for the first time in an international

instrument of world-wide scope - the maximum limits for large and

heavy vehicles. These norms may be regarded as an important contribution

to the development of highways and road traffic throughout the world,

and as a basic indication of future construction and maintenance

requirements for highways and highway structures.

57« Die permissible maximum dimension and laden weights of vehioles

(providing that the load is not in excess of that declared permissible

by the competent authority of the country of registration of the

vehicle) are set forth in annex, 7 as follows.

a) Overall width m. 2.50 ft. 8.20

b) » height " 8.80 '• 12.50

c) " length:

- Goods vehicles with 2 axles .,.;.. fl 10.00 " 33.00

' - Passenger vehioles with-2 axles ........... H 11.00 M 36.00

- Vehicles with 3 or more axles " 11.00 H 36.00

. Artioulated vehioles (Contracting States

are free to prohibit the use of artioul-

lated vehicles for passenger transport), " 14*00 " 46,00

- Combination of vehioles with one trailer

(the "combination of vehicles11 consisting

of an articulated vehicle and a trailer;

if used for the carriage of passengers,

may have only a one - axle trailer, whioh

must not carry passengers) " 18.00 " 59»OO

- Combination of vehioles with pro .trailers

(contracting States may permit only one
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trailer, or may prohibit a trailer to be

,,....;..: drawn by an articulated vehicle) *• 22.00 ft, 72.00

, . .. d) Permissible, maximum weight. .; , . L , ,. ,

(i) Per most heavily loaded axle (an axle - "<'

weight is defined''as tho tbtal weight .-. ■■

;.■•.. ■ .■".--.: transmitted to the road.bjr all wheels,

. , .,...-■■. o ■■ ■ the centre of which can be included . __

:■■-; "■ ' -.s;. between iiwo 'parallel transverse; vertioal jr .-

planea:l..OO nu (40 ino) apart .extending , ,;-;;,-i.-,v

aoross the full width of the vehicle)....t. 8,00 lbs.17600

0,;.s:f " ;•-.-■ " .. ,(ii) .Per .mast.hqavilly loaded;-tandem axle ; : ;

group (the two axles of :$he group-being.

OO.C.i. ": ;■',.: '■ ., at. least,1.Q0 m and less-,ttea 2»00 m,

,., ;....»-.i.fc ....*^ t. 14.50 lbs. 32OQ

. (iii)-F6r-the;'limitation of thoi "total'

; "a table ia^given .showing the-permissible

maximum in ^relation to the distance

• ■ ■ ■" "b^-twe6n the extrsns axles of the vehicle,

"''''" articulatod. vehicle or otHor"combination.

For the distance"froa 1 to less than 2

■"'' metres, it prescribes a permissible

' "maximum of 14*50 ta Tc? distahces from

2 m io 20 ffi> inclusive, it prescribes

.... permigSi"bie naximirD weightsf increasing

from 15.00 t for 2 m to 36,25 t for 20 m.
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58, In accordance with article 23 of the Convention, annex 7 applies to

"roads designated "by States Parties to regional agreements'" or to those

designate^ by a Contracting State. It is not necessarily applicable to the

entire network of roads of any country. Furthermore', in the absence of any

regional agreement of any specific designation by a Contracting State, the

question of maximum dimensions and weights of road vehicles is reserved to

the domestic legislation of Contracting States.

59. The provisions of the 1949 Convention on maximum weight and dimensions

are also relevant to the problem of developing a highway network'serving the

sub-region, to be studied under paragraph (a) of ECA Resolution 32 (ill).
■' — : *i . 1. --t vJ ^i ■ . ■

In this respect the Convention represents a recommendation to the countries

of the sub-re.gion that the final road network should permit traffic of

vehicles of the s,i.zes and weights indicated in annex 7 5 "&ne plans''for

construction or improvement of structures on routes that would form the net-

''worV should therefore call for corresponding1 load and geometric design

standards. Experience in certain other regions indicates that norms may haie

to be revised and exceptions made, for example in order to reduce road

construction and maintenance costs an account of topography and climatic

conditions. This particular question should therefore be studied both by

traffic authorities, in conjunction with the establishment of.common road

traffio legislation, and by the highway authorities, as regards the charac

teristics of the roads of the regional network, with.a view to producing a

jointly agreed solution. An additional provision of annex Is makes it

permissible to increase, in regional agreements,.the prescribed maximum

weights beyond those given in the list.
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It is suggested, however, that the permissible axle load in any case should

not exceed 13 metric tons (28660 lbs). Besides the provisions on increasing

..the prescribed maxima, annex 7 also includes provisions concerning reduc

tions of the prescribed dimensions or weights', designed to permit the pro

visional establishment of lower norms on routes where ferries, tunnels or

bridges would not be adequate or where unfavourable climatic or seasonal

conditions are encountered. ' ' '

Structural characteristics and equipment

60. The basic^requirements to be satisfied by motor vehicle engines ares

... , ,(i) They must not emit gashes in a way that may affect traffic

. . .,. . safety or disturb other users ; ' " '"

r, .(ii) They must not produce disturbing explosions or noises 5

f.(iii) They must be fitted with efficient exhaust silencers. '

61. The provisions.governing driving and.steering devices and visibij^ty

■■ ' ' from, vehicles are as follows r; ■ :,■■.-- .. . ■.....- ;

(i) Motor vehicles, must be- so constructed;$hat the driver can see

v;. . clearly ahead, and to the sides and be able to drive safely $

. : ■- (ii)LWi-ndscreens must be of :;such. manufacture that if broken they,.will

•■■' ' : ' ""'■ rio* be li-ely to= cause wound pr.( distort visibility and eveni^

a damaged state will continue to permit the. driver; to se& tp.e:

'■"■ -:--■■ ■ road .safely |. .>■•■ . ■■■-.•■;.. ■. ■ - 1 -...,.. ■. .

(iii);I-aridscreeri wipera, driving mirrors and. audible- warning devices

■■ ; K-are obligatory, equipment 5;,-... . ,. _ ..^ .

(iv) Standard-type mot6r vehiolse must, be equipped with, proper... ;..

steering apparatus and a reversing device controlled from
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the driver's seat 5 ...

(v) The wheels of motor vehicles and of trailers must be equipped

with pneumatic tyres, any exceptions being clearly defined.

o2. Provisions on lighting equipment are very important and therefore

rather detailed in national laws and regulations, with due attention ; to

any future technological improvements that may be achieved, particularly

on light intensity and control of dazzle and glare from headlights. The

establishment of modern uniform provisions for West Africa may .require a

prior study not only of the relevant provisions of the 1949 Convention

(article 15 and annex 6. II) but also of subsequent international work

carried out under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Europe and

of the International Organization for Standardization.-^/

63- Other elements of motor vehicle equipment.requiring carefully planned

regulations-are brakes, particularly those of combinations of vehicles and

the coupling mechanisms of trailers and semi-1jrailers. Annex 6 of the I949

Convention contains provisions which have encouraged the modernization of

the relevant laws and regulations of many countries.

Administrative rules \ . ■..--. .-■■..■

64. Every motor vehicle, trailer or semi-trailer, before being permitted

on the road, must be authorized by the competent service responsible for

certifying that it complies with the provisions on construction and '

2/ This is a non-governmental organization, in consulative status Cat A
with the Economic and Social Council. Its Secretariat-General is in

.Geneva, Switzerland. ., ... . ...
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equipment. If a vehicle is new and has been imported, the competent

authority may permit its use on the "basis of the documents' certifying it in

its country of origin and of the guarantee issued by the maker. Reconstruc

tion or transformation of registered vehicles should not "be permitted

without prior notification. . Moreover, once such transformation has been

carried out, a new traffic permit should be required. ■ .■ ■■ :

&"3. -It is obligatory for owners of motor vehicles to obtain the

relevant registration certificate before using a vehicle on a public

roads. The registration should contain, in addition to the full

name'and place of residence of the owner and the serial number, known

as the registration number of the vehicle, the following-informations:.

Trade mark of the vehicle 5

Number of the engine;and aerial number of the chassis 51

. Number .of cylinders ,3 . . , ■

Date on which ;the vehicle was first put into circulation .}.;■:

Type or model qf vehicle.,; colour _ 3, - ■ .

,. .. ■ If it. is a passenger vehicle,, capacity and number :of seats:; ,.,.#.

If it is a goods vehicle, /total maximum laden weight.- : ,. .- -r ■ -,'■[;;

Every new owner of a vehicle already in circulation and registered,

should deliver to the competent authority the registration certificate

-for modification or'for the issuance of a new certificate in his nameV

66. Concerning the registration of vehicles, countries of the sub- ^

region may wish to study jointly the registration system or systems

best suited for the purpose of ready identification from the elements..-

of !the registration number, of place of registration, verification

of designation, whether commercial or private, and whether registration
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i. valid or not. Lastly countries may wish to agree On uniformity

as regards number and size of registration plates. Besides the

registration, including periodic revision of registration, there

should a system Of periodic inspection- of at least thos* motor

vehicles used for the transport of persons or goods, and thexr

trailers-or semi-trailers, to check their mechanical condition and

staio of maintenance, .

III. LICENSING OP MOTOR: VEfilCL-E DRIVERS ' - ;

1. General observations . .

67. During the preparation of the ^Convention on E.ad Traffic .

it was recognized that certain questions would require further study

and elaboration, among them the definition of proper qualifications for

motor vehicle'drivers. As explained in paragraph 21 of this note, the

1949 Convention prescribes the following, requirements for a drxver .

te be admitted to international traffic.- He must be over 21 years _

of age and hold a valid driving permit obtained on; proof of comptetence

to'drive.' However, the Convention does hoV indicate what should ;

constitute such proof cf competence, nor does it define standards

of competence. Ho attempt is made to unify veauireme.nts ,fa*-J*»arS^

although it was known in 1949 that reflations, and practices in the.„

various countries, while having fairly, common characteristics, were....

stil.l.far from.uniform.

68. The United KaU<^ ^P"* a detailed ..
regulation and practices immediately after, the conclusion of the ^

l94o invention.: "One cf :^e .m.in aims., of the study^ to; give ruxdance

r to. countries, concerning minimum qualification st^dards S;or fivers
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of the various categories of motor vehicles and coaming methods. ..
of determining their fitness to drive that would reflect the test

practices found to have been established !By countries. The study „

resulted^ in: Tecammendations, which were referred by the Economic ,

and Social Council to governments for use when preparing or revising
their do^stic la«a and regulations.^ ^ ^^^ made on .

the implementation of the recommendations it has. b,en found, that ,*he
reaction of governments was in general favourable and that the

recommendations would be fully, though in some case only progressively,

incorporated in national regulations.. .-: . ■ ■:

2* desirable standards of national regulations

69. . The recommended licensing requirements for drivers, while termed
as the minimum necessary for ensuring the competence of drivers, apd

., .thereby contributing, effectively to. greater road safety, represent^

objeptiTO towards which, it may be necessary to work gradually. They

deal with , (a) categories of driving permits, (b) form of driving "

-permit, (c) qualification, of drivers (compulsory licensing, age
limits, deteraiaattQB .of cowotonce^to driva-), (d) learner permits,.
(e) adminstrative control.

Categories of driving permits ;

70. The categories of vehicles for which a driving permit may be "
valid, depending on endorsement•or other annotation by the issuing

authority, are defined in the 1949 Convention.' The classification1

8/ The recommendations will be found in
Experts on l10Bn,ing'^ «„*„,

of the Commi

rip 2, and Add. 1, and. Licensing o"f Hot or Vehicle
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has been found fully satisfactory and easily adaptable, if necessary,

to indicate that a permit is valid for more than one category of Vehicle

or for whatever type of driving is to be done, i.e. private or -

professional.

Model drirjng permit

71. The usefulness of a standard driving permit as a means of

facilitating international traffic, was discussed in paragraphs

33 - 35 above* The form of model driving permit shows in annex 9 of

the "1949 Convention (see also Annex 2), is especially suita bleJwhen it

is deemed a permanent document. In more recent administrative practice

use is made of permits which are replaced eveTy two to three years to

.improve control of driver registers. Again, simpler forms may he.-v

preferred for reasons of mechanized office processing, convenience; ;to

holders, or economy. .-..■-. . ■ . - ■

Compulsory licensing of drivers of motor vehicles

^72« For.the proper functioning of driver licensing regulations it

is necessary to prescribe that driving a motor vehicle on a public

highway is a privilege granted by the State, and that it is neces

sary to obtain a permit.

limits for the drivers in the various categories

73« Regarding the minimum age at which persons should be permitted

to drive the various categories of motor vehicles, the authorities

are confronted with the problem of balancing the education and

training of young persons against their capacity to assume responsibi-

lity. The usual minimum age is 18 years, and the principal objection

to a lower limit is that, while a person may be capable of acquiring
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at an age appreciably lower than 18 years the manipulative skill neces

sary to drive a motor vehicle, he may not yet possess adequate judge

ment . r the sense of responsibility essential to his own safety and

to that of other .road .users. Persons legally considered as minors -

should be authorized to drive only when satisfying the special provi

sions on minors' responsibility.

74. National regulations need not specify a definite maximum age

above which the applicant -is ineligible to obtain a driving perm.it or

have one renewed. - This should more appropriately be par.t of the con

trol of mental and physical fitness to drive and of the system of period

ical re-examination of holders of driving permits.:

Determination of competence to drive. •■■';.

75» In determining an 'applicant1s fitneSo and competence to drive,

the licensing 'authority requires documentary evidence (of identity,

age, domicile) and also evidence from results of direct examinations

(physical and mental ,health, practical and theoretical knowledge of

driving, including traffic laws and regulations). It is, therefore,

desirable f-or the authority to set up a competent body of specially

trained examiners, to establish clearly defined standards for. inter

views and tests of applicants, and to r.rovide for adequate supervision

of examiners. ._ v ...

76. . The qualifications of the examiners are','in'particular, know-.

ledge of motor mechanics and motor vehicle maintenance, and of the Iaw3,

rules and regulations governing motor traffic. The training of the

examiners would consist of a classroom course on the foregoing points

and on first aid, statistical and legal matters, followed by practical

work.

Mental and physical fitness

77. Great care should be exercised in determining mental and phys

ical fitness, with special precautions taken to prevent issue or

re-issue of permits to persons who fall short of the required standards.
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This applies especially to drivers of passenger transport vehicles.

The disqualifying conditions are, as a rule, listed in the regulations.

Specific recommendations have been made by the World Health Organization

(WHO) on this subject, as also concerning the reliance of licensing

authorities on examinations by physicians and medical officers.

78. Provisions on disqualifying disabilities, diseases, etc. vary

in national regulations. There is, however, a considerable measure

of uniformity in that permits may not be issued to those'addicted to

alcohol or narcotics, suffering from mental disorders, or from diseases

which are likely to render the driver - even temporarily - incapable

of controlling the vehicle. Recommendations of ^HO deal in detail with

these matters.

79. Disabled or crippled persons are in many countries barred from

driving motor vehciles. It is recognized, however, that countries

could be les: restrictive and provide for conditional granting of

permits subject to the person's using only a vehicle of a particular

construction and design and with devices designed to take account of

the particular disability.

Determination of mental and physical fitness of motor vehicle drivers

80. The methods used by licensing authorities to ascertain the

physical fitness of applicants for permits vary considerably. Most

frequently the applicant, at least up to a certain age, is requested

to make a declaration as to his mental and physical state. In such

cases the examiner conducting the driving test must notify the

licensing authority should he have doubts as to the applic-anths-fit

ness* Only then would the licensing-authority either request a medical

certificate from ,the applicant■s physician or request the applicant

to appear for examination by a medical officer appointed fcy'the licens

ing authority. While medical certificates or examinations are not

usually required in the first instance from applicants for permits to

drive private motor cars, they are frequently required from, if not

all professional drivers, at least drivers of public passenger transport

vehicles.
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81. It will be found that the laws and regulations of many countries

in the region require a medical examination or medical certificate for

,4rivers of any category of motor vehicle, or at least vision and hearing

tests. Wherever these latter are given by the examiner at the time

of the driving test, the minimum standards of visual and auditing acuity

should be expressed both in the regulations and in the instructions

to the examiner. The instruction should indicate simple and practical

testing methods and stress that in case of'doubt the examiner should

request a medical examination. In examining vision, the examiner should

also ascertain whether the applicant is able to distinguish between the

colours red, green and yellow; while colour blindness:itself need not

be a bar to driving, it is important for the driver to know of his

deficiency.

Knowledge of traffic laws and regulations

82* The applicant for a driving permit must be examined on his

knowledge of correct road behaviour and of traffic laws, rules and

regulations. The examination may be oral or written or both. In

addition, it should be a general practice to.make available to the

public, for the guidance of drivers of motor.vehicles, easily under

stood, manual, containing the most important provisions of traffic

laws and regulations as well as a code of good-road behaviour,.:.. In

countries where such a manual and other road safety education material

have been distributed, this has helped to ensure co-operation and

support from road uaers for measures taken by the authorities respons

ible for road safety.

Proficiency in driving ■

83. The requirements to be met in a driving test are as a rule

specified by regulations, although in some cases they sjre only set

out in the internal instruction from the licensing authority to the

examiner. Descriptions of tests given in regulations vary from

condensed outlines to detailed lists of requirements. The provisions
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outlining the test of driving ability and aptitude should be fairly

complete and also provide for checking such aspects of the applicant's

competence as his speed of reaction and his sensory or physical limit

ations, and especially his mental and emotional aptitude for driving.

84. A reasonably high standard should he required of drivers of

motor cycles and private cars, although due allowance should he- made

for lack of long experience in driving. Great care should fee taken

to license only efficient and safe drivers of motor...oaDa (taxis), and

applicants hould be encouraged to obtain as much previous, driving,

experience as possible. A very high standard should he required of

drivers of heavy vehicles. This can be achieved by requiring that

applicants must have a certain number of years of previous experience

in driving, or by arranging special training courses for applicants

to drive buses or heavy lorries, and by submitting such applicants to

a particularly stringent test.

Learner permits

85^ Since the basic provision of regulations on driver licensing

is that persons may drive motor vehicles on public roads only when

authorized by the licensing authority, exceptions have to be made for

learner-drivers to permit them to practice in traffic. Such authoriz

ations are normally given only on condition that the learner-driver

is 'accompanied and supervised by a holder of a valid permit, except

when the learner is to drive a motor cycle. In certain countries the

authorization takes the form of a learner permit, which is usually

issued without examination? in others a limited examination is required.

The learner-permit system is preferable to allowing.learners to drive

on public roads without any permit, as, when operated under proper

safeguards, it enables the necessary administrative control to be.

exercised over beginners. ■ ...

Administrative control of drivers

86. Trecent development in the regulation of:motor vehicle driver

licensing is the inclusion of provisions on administrative control of
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drivers. Basically, these provide for (a) centralized administration

of licensing, (b) periodic renewal of driving permits, (c) mandatory

revocation of the driving permit "by the licensing authority when the

holder of the permit commits certain antisocial acts, (d) discretionary

suspension of the driving permit "by the licensing authority when the

holder's record warrants such action, and (e) re-examination of drivers

with unsatisfactory records. . ,

Centralizedadmisistration ■ . ■

87. Centralized administration usually implies uniformity of

principle and method in licensing motor vehicle drivers and issuing

permits, some form of central control, observance by the licensing

authority of uniform standards of examination for the issue of driving

permits and adequate supervision of examiners, and the keeping of

easily accessibly records of all driving permits issued, refused or

withdrawn, preferably in a central registry.

Validity of driving permits

88. It would not seem warranted to recommend any periodic renewal

of driving permits without requiring re-examination of drivers. The

period of validity of permits should be assessed in terms of the

frequency of examinations of the driver's fitness. Re-examination,

whether periodic or conducted as the need arises, is essential for

drivers who have physical or mental disabilities or infirmities, who

are involved in accidents, who repeatedly violate traffic laws and

regulations, or who for any reason are more "accident-prone".

Suspensions and revocations of permits : _

89« The disciplinary: measures which may be taken against holders

of permits who warrant such action are suspension or revocation of

permits.J A suspension Is.the temporary withdrawal of permit5 the

period of suspension may vary, for example., from one .month; to a number

of years. Revocation is the termination of permit's validity. A

supplementary provision may also exist which specifics a period of.

time: before whose expiration the driver may not apply fox a new permit*
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90. The power to suspend or revoke a permit may be given to police

authorities or to the licensing authority; in some countries, action

can be taken only on a judge's order. Regulations should include both

discretionary and mandatory provisions governing suspensions and

revocations. The former would state reasons warranting the suspension

or revocation of permits at the discretion of the authority, while ihe

latter would specify the grounds on which suspension or revocation by

the authority is obligatory. Suspensions or revocations should be

mandatory for serious offences against traffic laws and regulations

provlrig t'hat ihe holder of the permit constitutes a potential danger

oxi the road. >'■'■■■■

.O-'II'-',
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iv. frontier formalities foe private

AND COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC

91.-. .; Controls on arrival-in a country, for a temporary atay or-in transit,

carried out by authorities of the country have -come to, he referred, to, in

studies of and consultations on arrangements for international movement of

persons, vehicles, or. goods, as frontier formalities. Those, specifically

applying to road motor traffic onlyi/are relevant; to the present, study of
possibilities of standardizing ;tfest African motor vehicle legislation. The

main formalities concern the inspection of the vehicle and its registration,

and,of th» driver's permit. . Others concern verification of compliance with

vehicle taxation requirement's, financial responsibility and, in the case of
commercial transport, authorisation or license, if any. Lastly, Customs re

quirements concerning the entry of vehicles and their loads have to be
observed.

92. National technical regulations governing motor traffic could be

standardized by the transport authorities without further delay, with the

consequent removal of administrative barriers to the acceptance of domestic

vehicle registration certificates, domestic driving permits, maximum veldts

and dimensions for motor vehicles, and standards of safer and comfort for

motor buses. On the other hand, fiscal matters, the financial responsitlity

of motor vehicle owners and Customs requirements entail consultation with

other competent authorities. But authorities responsible for transport

matters should nevertheless indicate the lines on which standard practices

may be developed, and suggest solutions which they think desiraable for

promoting and expanding international road traffic and transport.

!• Customs procedures

93. In the field of Customs requirements, the following are the principal

points requiring co-operation between countries so as to remove unnecessary

administrative barriers resulting from rules and regulations that vary. Custom

t+ t+u? f°tiOn U£e iS made in P^^ular of material submitted to ECA et
f^ ST^V^T**7 1961 by the Inte^ional Road Federation

by the World Touring and Automobile Organization (OTA).
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facilities for the temporary, importation of private motor .oars-, a simplified

Customs prooedure for passage of goods vehicle »d buses,. Customs procedures

permitting rapid inspection of goods carried by road; and the operation of

adjacent- Customs -posts in neighbouring countries. Comparatively simple

uniform standards can be developed on all these.points through joint acti«i

by,governments in West Africa. However, the authorities would need to ex

change, detailed information on the present situation, before final recommenda-

tions could be studied and prepared.

Customs facilities for motor vehicles

94.■ It would appear desirable to seek uniform practices in the countries

of the sub-region regarding temporary importation of motor vehicles, with

special facilities for vehicles registered in West Africa. In either dase

a distinction would-be made between passenger cars, buses and goods vehicles

and likewise between regular transport services and occasional frontier

. crossings.

95. - The general temporary importation system would be that established by

the 1954 Customs Convention on the Temporary Importation of Private Road

Vehicles, in accordance with past recommendations formulated by various-

African organizations, which some countries of Africa have already imple

mented. For" travel"within the sub-region of vehicles registered in a

country of the sub-region a much simpler system could be envisaged, one

''with the minimum of documentation and no need for financial guarantees,

but such that Customs authorities would not object to it for fear of muw-

96. Since goods vehicles and motor buses are as a rule engaged in com

mercial service and often operated on a regular schedule, delays at the

frontier for the purpose of allowing their temporary entry should be reduced

to a minimum. The Customs could base checking of vehicles on the traffic re

gistration system and, where applicable on the system of authorization^..for

'. coinmeifcial transport {see section V).
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Customs Conventions for the temporary importation of motor vehicles and for

. ■ tourism prepared by the United Nations

97- The conclusion of the 1954 Customs Convention mentioned in paragraph

95'was a result of United Nations efforts to develop uniform facilities for

''•the temporary importation of motor vehicles, which culminated in the United

' Nations Conference on Customs Formalities for the Temporary Importation of

• Private Road Motor Vehicles and for Tourism, held at United Nations .Head

quarters in New York from 11 May to 4" June 1954- It was convened in

compliance with Economic and Social Council resolution .468, F: (XV.J, adopted

:- in. April I953, which called for "the conclusion on a. world-wide basis of

.two conventions- relating to customs formalities, namely (i.) for the,.tempo

rary importation of private-road motor vehicles carrying persons and tiier

equipment, of..such vehiclesy and (iii) for tourism (i.e>., the, personal,

effects of tourists travelling .by any mean3 of transport)." ,

98. The Conference was attended by representatives of forty-seven govern

ments, observers from eight.other governments, and observers from twelve

interested-international organisations, and prepared and ope-ned for ■

signature the following three instruments. ., , ■ t - ,-,; :

1 (a) Convention concerning Customs Facilities for louring—' ■ ;1 ; :

This Convention, containing twenty-five articles, provides for the

temporary duty-free importation of tourists' personal effects and the duty-

free importation of provisions for the journey. It furthermore provides

for the free importation in transit of travel souvenirs up to a value of

■5O" dollars (US) and the free exportation of such' souvenirs bought in the

country of export up to a total value not exceeding 100 dollars (US}. -■

':riThfe're are thirty-nine States "Parties to1 the Convention1 as of 13 July- 1961.

The,, text of this Convention; will "be ^ound on'pp.11-15 ^f United Nations

Publications Sales No. 1955- VIII.,1 United Nations Conference on Customs

Formalities for the Temporary Importation of Private Road MotW Vehicles:

for Tourisms Final Act and Related Documents.
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(■b) Additional Protocol to the Convention concerning Customs Facilities

. ■ ..-. for louring, relating to the importation of Tourist Publicity

Documents and Material—'.

:The Protocol, containing nineteen articles and an annex, provides for the,

free importation of tourist publicity documents and for the temporary free

importation of tourist publicity material. Forty-eight States are Parties to the

Protopol. :

(o) Customs Convention on the Temporary Importation of Private Road

■'■■' ' 12/
Vehiclee=r'» .. . .^

This Convention contains forty-four articles, divided into nine chapters '

as follows: Chapter I, Definitions; Chapter II, Importation without payment of "

import duties.and import taxes and free of import prohibitions and restrictions;

Chapter III, Issue of temporary importation papers; Chapter IV, Particulars on

temporary importation papers? Chapter V, Conditions of temporary importation; ...

Chapter VI, Extension of validity and renewal of temporary importation papers;

Chapter* 711, Kegularization of temporary importation papersi Chapter Vlll,

Mi-StJe^a^eous Wovisons; Chapter IX, Final provisofts. In'addition, there are '

five technical annexes pertaining to: the standard froms f6r the varous types ^

of temporary importation papers to be used by Contracting States.

The Convention has been ratified or acceded to, by thirty-seven States* ...

99. The Conference also adopted a Final Act which records the decisions, of the

Cbnferenoe and containsia number of recommendations. In particular,, it re- .

'commends that Contracting States simplify the procedures for implementing the

instruments adopted and that they accept the principle that the terms of those

instruments sot out minimum facilities which, if possible, Contracting States.

Op,oit. pp.: 19-24-

Op;cit. pp. 27-:5©-
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should endeavour, to...broaden, .Fur^rmore, it. recommends that the standard docu

ments provided *o*,* the/anises,*, ^.Ou^omV Convention on the Temporary Im

portation of Private Bead Vehicles be utilised ■fpr^m^ilfroad vehicles

transporting tpurists by any Contracting State which permits the e^ry and oper-
atxon of such, vehicles in international traffic." ■■-.•■■

100.^The acceptance in particular of the 1954 Sterns Convention on the Temporary^
Importation of Private Road Vehicles by the countries of the Sub-region should - -
bo seriously considered. So far, of these countries, only Ghana has acceded to

it and to the-o^her two.instruments. Application of thevConvex*,«,,.notified
also with regard to Gambia, Guinea (Portuguese), Higeria and Sierra **».. It

would appear that the national legislations of, the countries concerned would

par^t its-acceptance and that-early ratifications or accessions might be achieved

by 4 method similar, to that described in paragraphs,2T and 28 .with regard to the "
1949 Convention on fioad Traffic. " * ''

Ee^onal facilities for the temporar

101. In recent years, systems have been developed at regional levels permitting

temporary importation of,mator.vehicles without the .need for a financial guarantee
of payment of import duties and: ta*as, as is prescribed by the 1954 Customs' '

Convention. In road traf lie among -certain groups.of countries (e.g. "

Horth America) even Customs documents have been abolished.

102. The follwing are the main characteristic^ of'a system which might be suitable
xn West Africa. Its acceptance could be progressively extended through the re

gion, subject to the existence of road links,' eaualisation of Customs traffic etc..

It mxghfe.be considered at first as a facility granted only on the sub-re&ional scale,

but at ...lajaP stage applied generally. It, would assist international tourist

traffic,, if -applied also xo. visitors, from, outside the sub-regionf

103. Temporary duty-free admission would be granted for any class^pf. motor vehicle

without guarantee, under cover of a uniform importation document, a Customs ' '"T'r

csrtificate, provided the vehicle is in actual use, as proved,by,a valid domestic
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registration certificate (see paragraphs 32, 33 and 65). There would be no dis

tinction between the importer who is a tourist and any other class of visitor.

On the other hand, a person arriving as a settler or immigrant, or returning

to his permanent residence in the country, would not be included. Finally, no

distinction would be made "between vshicles imported for private and those im

ported for commercial use. In the latter case, however, the granting of free

admission would not constitute an authorization for a commercial service by the

vehicle. (Such authorization is reserved, as will be sesn in Section V),

104." Vehicles could be brought in either across a land frontier or through a

seaport. The Customs should require only that the domestic registration

certificate for the vehicle be produced. If the person importing the vehiole

is not its owner, the Customs would have to be satisfied that he has the

authority to use the vehicle and bring it into the country of importation.

The minimum uniform period of the temporary free admission should not be

less than ninety days,, though it ,;ould certainly be of advantage to permit a,

more liberal period. Failure to re-export the vehicle prior to the expiration.

of the free period would normally subject it to the payment of such duties etc,

as may be prescribed by the regulations of the oountry of importation.

106. The temporary importation document represents the undertaking of its owner

or holder to re-export his vehicle in the prescribed period. It should be a

standard form, containing only particulars required for the identification of

the vehicle and the relevant data concerning the owner or holder of the vehicle.

An understanding could be reached that the document in question would be the

only one required for the vehicle besides its domestic registration certificate.

In that case, with regard to commercial vshicles, the Customs certificate could

be used with additional particulars of authorization and financial responsibility,

107." As a further means :of facilitating 'Customs formalities on entry into the

country visited, arrangements could be made to permit production of the vehicle

with the document completed by the importer in advance. Blank forms of the
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certificate could be provided frse of charge, not only at the frontior posts

of tire country of importation, but in the country of: departure, either through

iniahd Customs offices or at least"through the Customs Administration. Where. -

motorists1' organizations are active, this task, perhaps evsn including the

printing of the-forms without-cost to the Customs, might also "be entrusted to

them. ' . .

lpfi. If and when a simplified system is decided upon, based on the characteristics

described, there would still remain other matters to be settled, in particular

the validity of the Customs document for a single or several trips, facilities

for the'holder of a temporarily imported vehicle when he absents himself from

the country of importation, the use of temporarily imported vehicles by third

persons, the re-exportation of vehicles that can no longer be. driven under their

own power, and the period of grace. '

Transport of goods

109. The cost and efficiency of the international goods transport services areL

adversely affected by the length of time taken to carry out detailed Customs ■ ■'■

inspections at frontiers. A suitable solution suggested to this problem is

consideration of the system adopted in JiJurope under the 1959 Customs Convention'

on the International Transport of Goods under cover of TIR Garnets. This :

^Lgre.ament applies to the transport of goods by road without breaking of bulk

across one or more frontiers between a Customs office of departure of one

Contracting State and a Customs office of destination of another Contracting

3tats, or of the same State. Goods transported by road in sealed vehicles or
■ . . . . -. .., . v _r^+

containers are exempted from Customs examination and payment or deposit of

Customs duties at the frontier office. The Convention applies only to carriers

who\a; comply with the Customs laws and regulations of their own country and

of the countries through which the goods are carried who (b) use types of vehicles

and containers previously approved under provisions of the Convention, and who

(c) are guaranteed by a guarantor approved by the Customs authorities of.ther^,..

oun coxmtry= Goods are transported under cover of a uniform-document called :.

the (*TI-E Garnet". ' The itinerary to be followed by a carrier is- subject to
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approval for each territory by .the Custom file of entry, which will assign

a reasonabletime limit for the journey. Baoh State undertakes to abstaxn

from discrimination between goods carried in nationally registred vehicles

or containers and those carried in vehicles or containers of other States.

Customs authorities may retire a vehicle to be escorted at the carriers' expense.

110 However, it would seem that the transport of goods by road, em transit

traffic,^ not at present wy common in W.st Africa. ; Xt will develop when

new international raod connexions are established and when greater international

use is made of some of the maritime ports in West Africa. In the latter case,

the introduction of transport under Custome seal would be particularly useful,

as W would facilitate the trade of a port's "hinterland" where there are political

boundaries that cross it. ...

frontier Customs »oste

111. To ensure speed of execution, especially the case of passenger services,

all frontierformalities,' including Customs inspection, retired on exit from

one country arid entry into a neighbouring country should be carried out either

simultaneously or in immediate succession. Both the 1949 Convention and the
1954 Customs Convention include specific provisons that end.

Article 3, paragraph 3, of the 1949 Convention on Ecad Traffic contains

the following provision:

'- "For the fulfilment of the retirements provided for in this Convention

^ the Contracting States will endeavour to keep open during the same

hours Customs offices and posts next to each other on the same inter-

national road,"

Similarly, article 30 of the 1954 Customs Convention on the Temporary

Importation of Private Road Vehioles provides that:

"In order to expedite Customs procedures contiguous Contracting States

shall endeavour to place their respective Customs posts close together

and to keep them open during the same hours".
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UfcUfewest Africa, governments of neighbouring countries will no doubt

als.o .wish, Hoon^feaqfe Mother befor^toliMung ^heir' reBpectiv

^dS'tt ^'mbtbr"tramc along the %antir route

provide a single frontier area, with the ;re'^V

and building, which CuSiioaS offices of both 'countries oould

and where they would/carry out thSif duties. " *"' "■'■'' •'■' " ; -'■

^ most Suitame-soluti6n:heed;hot invariably^ t6 "?: -=
situate road Customs tosts in Sfh'e "ifimediate proxiai^ of ita, .frontie^**Or»

example, ±n mountainous or desert and sparsely pbpu^ted frontier r9feio^:;: ■-r

ttte frontier crossing may ^ in ari isolated positio^ in sMToases it his;'

been.' concluded that CustonmWssioh'of motor veHitti^lie^>bt>W;

Wier point but' ^W ef^te%
e c* the tri'p°%.TP^Ue-' dsstt'h^ti«h° bf

;■ -"*:

^

owners' financial

taa en,ry into a country of

the enib-region or elsewhere.

TAoa-^oia^.tod--i^^ of rehide
On the, results of Sudh confeiteation will

9»e $&**•***.#*b* tw» matters to facilitate

rentered.^ another country of

l^....affortfl to standa¥!ix^e domestic legislation on financial responsibility

may lead to the introduction of a system of compulsory;;instance. The competent

authorities would then be in, a postion to invite insurers to develop'.for

Nest Africa scheme wheraby-foreign motorists could be insured under the law

of the country visited and be given a standard insurance document/ '

V. AUTHORIZATION CF

THANSPORT
IN INT^UTIONAL'

hg

particular' attention in a
motor, v.hicls logisiation'Vor their importance in faci

litating intra-^gional. trade and in fostering the economic development
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of the, countries of "rfest Africa* >milestudies-noW available show that-such

services are still more or less in- their infancy, there are expectations of

.rapid development as;a result" of. th^opening of new road connexions "between -.

various countries of. the sub-region. It follows that the formulation of.

regulatory or other administrative measures Should primarily be approached

from the ^oint of view'-of the economic rather than-the technical requirements

for the -astsblishement,-promotion and development of West African road services.

Besides, technical requisemants form a part of motor vehicle legislation, :■ .

which weis discussed in paragraphs 43-66*

117. ; A general framework for. tfceauthorisation of international services

cpu^i be. provided by introducing a uniform.procedure for applications, defining

conditions under, which author nations may, be .granted and,.establishing: | standard

pe^mit.for international, transport operations. However, ,if .QesQ operations,.

ar,e, toM- dynamic the working, out qtt standar.4 conditions must be a continuous

process,.,with initial emphasis on (l). ,the. ^chieyem^nt of a satisfactory level

of operating efficiency, safety and dependability and (2) the development ,.

of adequate safeguards for the present and future capital investments of the

enterprises engaging in international service's. . xll this is undoubtedly .■■

related to national po-licies' on the domestic licensing of tranoportiservices-:

and in particular ori entry into the business afroad haulage by motor, vehioio.

In fSct, jinter-related action at national ^and international levals is essential

especially Where licensing systams vary.from -country to country, or where ■ v

none eiists* ■ ; '■

118.,, It seems, appropriate^tovae^tio^ here that expert studies on road ,

transport development,in countries in ^process of economic ^eyelo^ment ^

have usually resulted in .rgfiomm^n^tj^na for compulsory licensing.,,,. The,alma .

to >e achiaved by these re^ommeAdatXqjas may be briefly^u^lines as follows:,.

In the first place^efp^e. ottering. ^e^^bus^esB, .of road haulage by. motor .

vehicle,, the carrier, wouU.fhave to obtain, an authorization in..^ form of

a licence base4: pn evidence pf. a. cufiiecinQt:!dei.and for the..proppsed services.

This demand would; have ^p >g, ^^me^^uffic^ent to ensur^ the possibility^,

reaspnable returns adequate to maat.^ inter .alia, wa^s and,other labour,..,.

requirements, obligations connected uith the maintenance of vahicles, and

the fiscal obligations of the undertaking. The authorization would resarve
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directly or indirectly for th* applicant ^o^artaifl. valuae of, or even all,

passenger or specified or general goods traffic, over oarta!^ apecifled

ro^es, or In ce^taitt"defined-areas. The authorization would "be valid for
a ^sricidQf riot lees than a ^ew years, and revocable only for justified cause.

Furthermore, the~ authorisation'would be issued only after the applicant has

satisfied -the issuing authority that he (l) ^as the financial "and technical '

resources to acquire and maintain the vehicles necessary to satisfy the

•reasonable demands of users, (2) has the competence/ trustworthinessand '

reliability required for the Enterprise, (3) is prepared to carry adequate

insurance covering such liability as he, as a carrier, may incur for loss''

or damage to persons and to property of shippers or otk(er road users and -,

(4) would observe a schedule or rates.(minimum or maximalrates, or fixed

whic^ver m&y be authorized). In t^e case of regular transport, ,they,c

.establish a schedule of services. The authorization system.would

provide the issuing authority with data to ensure prevantion of wasteful or

ruinous competition between oarriers and encourage them to develop responsible

management, guarantee fair wages and provide efficient services at stable,

rates.

119c The existence in the various countries of a road transport organization

based on the system described would be of vital importance in considering ;

auifhbrizaiiori of international services, since only an established carrier

duly authorized by his country of domicile would be eligible for a licence

to operate international transport. Also, it would be primarily for the

domestio authorization sytstera of a &iven country to 6nsure that the re- ' *

quirements prevailing in the national servioes would apply equally to the

international services. On the other hand, it appears that, both road transr-

port ^Legislation and services in West Africa being at present in the process,

of incipient though rapid development, there is. naturally no suffioent

background of experience, or adequate statistical and other data, on which

to draw for the formulation of detailed policy and regulatory measures of

a permanent character. Therefore, the problem arises of introducing a

suitable and eoonomio system of authorizations for international transport

likely to contribute to the improvement and development of international

services. Rather than try to provide a permanent regime for the operation
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of international road transport services, it would seem advisable at the

present juncture to aim aV the development and facilitation of such services,

where they are feasible and needed, by flexible temporary or provisional

agreements or arrangements. Accordingly, consideration should be given to

a definitions of provisions for such agreements or arrangements that would

serve the dual purpose of (l) eliminating existing barriers to the develop

ment of both goods and passenger services and (2) preparing for the gradual

introduction of uniform regulations for those international services. Account

should also be taken of the special aspects of transport of passengers and

goods in transit, provided for by national lavs and regulations and international

agreements.

H of certain possible solutions

120. Various solutions exist or thoro proposed for an initial systom of

authorization for international services. The rather elementary ones provide

that the carrier must make separate application for every part of the service

to the competent authority of the country in which the service is to be operated.

Bach application is then separately examined by the authorities. Consequently,

an international service cannot be operated unless the carrier possesses a

licence foreaoh part of the servioe in aooordanoe with the law of the country

in widen, the servioe is to operate.

On the other hand, the granting of a perilt by an authority for the

part of the servioe operated in Its own territory does not constitute an

obligation on the authorities of other countries to grant a similar permit

for the corresponding parts of the service operated in their respective

territories.■■-*"■ ''■ ' Ll .' • "■

121. Other proposed solutions include various forms of internationally

organised enterprise or consortium of ■enterprises, which ensure the parti

cipation of carriers from each'country iri which services are operated. Still

other simple and flexible solutions could be studied. In particular, the

question might be explored whether, and by what methods, countries could set

up a joint authority responsible for international services and their ao>

ministration. There are however, also systems of joint oo-operation which do

not require any special preliminary organisation, such as those whereby countries



agree on a volume of trtftlo to * assigned by a coun^ to caxri^

the other..participating countries. The.:volUB».«isht be expressed by .

Stipulating: the number of carriers, or of vehicles, or the total carrying
capacity which may be authorized in a given period.. .. . ■:,.

122.. Related to .authorization systems ,is. the question of distinguishing

between transport of goods on own account,, "common" and "contract" carriers."

The. "common-- carrier is defined as a carrier who oifers his services to the

r#eneral public for the .transport of passengers or goods for hire or rowed"

over regular or. irra^olar routes and is under the obligation .to provide ;r,eaSon-

a,bly. safe and adequate s rvices, equipment and facilities for pas.ssngexs or

goods in the area or betwaen the points .served." He should accept, 'without"

discrimination all traffic which he undert^s tcLUMny,. suyso.t Only to '

capacity limits. The "contract" or "special" carrier performs"'transport .

S?£??*™,?$»*t special a^reem^ts or under individual contracts with traders,

in additon, he normally specializes in meeting the needs of a particular

category of shipper or in transporting specific classes of"goods. Transport

undertaken by_a firm in connexion vath its own business, by means of its

own or hired vehicles, is referred to as "transport on own account" or "private

transport". It is considered, an, adjunct to the ordinary and primary actiyi^

ties of the 3nterprise, not being intended to provide a social source of'""

income. Transport on own account is generally exempted from regulations on

the licensing of transit services. So far as concerns international services,

however, i.t might. ba .ar.gw,<i,vthat even transport on own account should be

subject to.spms regulation*, siaoe if international professional transport

alone was regulated a teadancy might soondevolop to make greater use of

transport on own account than is competible with the ganeral transport

interests of the region and the development of ragional trade.

123. It would.appear.simjwactioable in the early, stages of the development -,-,:

of an authorization.eyaiem.to deal with auch otbsr questions as control and -

regulation,pf rates,; fares and charges, .taxation and conditions of employment,

b9y<jnd«akingtha_n«c^8sai>y arrangements for. the collection and axsbanys of;

the relevant data on:.tto9»« matters.. It would not be feasible, s,.cept .in the.

f regular passengsse^ervices.to require the filing of sohedulos of,.,~.~.,fr;
• ■ W11J rv-
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rates to be char-god for transport and ancillary Services. There are no

difficulties regarding motor vehicle- registration taxes and charged, as

vehioles registered in one oountry of the region need not necessarily re

register in another country when engaged in international'transport. •'Whefe

road ubs taxes, as distinot from, registration taxes, are imposed "by countries

on commercial motor vohicles, the Question arises how such countries oshould

apply the tax to commercial motor'vehicles used for transport in ttieiisr-ter

ritory but registered in another country. Countries imposing road use :

taxes could'probably calculate a Corresponding charge on foreign vehicldff:

proportionate to the period of time during which they remain in the country.

With regard to conditions of employment, countries will no doubt wish to

obtain thi^assistance of the International Labour Organization, which'would

be comment, in particular, to prepare provisions on hours of work, holidays

and xeJPt periods, minimum age for professional drivers, medical examination
■ -■ |a ■ ■■ • ■ ■ : " . ■ ■ ■■■■■: : ■;.■.-

and vocational training of drivers, and sickness and industrial accident

benefits.

road transport of goods or passengers in transit ■■■*•■-.■-; c-rr-oJ

3.24. Any authorization or licensing system for international road

transport should have special provisions on transit'. In general' terms,*^

transport is said to be "in transit" with respect to a given countr^r when

the passage through that country is only a portion of a complete Journey11

beginning and terminating beyond the frontiers of tHe oountry. IT is a

speoial case in international transport which itself is defined as

"transport that crosses at least one frontier".

125. ;: It is generally recognized that the facilitation of transport in:

transit is of particular- importance. The international solution most

widely aocepted is the granting to transit traffic of passage, free of

authorization, or any other administrative control, under the principle of

freedom of transit", y With a view .to facilitating international^ transport,

transport in transit has enjoyed liberal treatment in accordance with-that

principle under bilateral "commsrcial agreements and most-favoured-nation■-■
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clauses. The first general agraemont on freedom of transit applicable to.

more than one moans of transport, though excluding road transport "because

of its relative economic unimportance at the time, was th© Convention and

Statute on-Freedom of Transit--? concluded at the- Conference of Barcelona

in 192J under the auspices of the League of Nations. Road transport has

since been included under th© .provisions concerning freedom of traffic in

transit of the 1948 Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization^'

and,the related 1947 General Agreement on ™ar:*fs and Txad©-^'. There,is

a* present no world-wide formal agreement in foitoe cm interaatio^l-- tr.an.sit

126. .The principle of special treatment for transit traffi%,and transport

is no doubt of particular importance in West Africa, The authorization systems

developed in regions where this principele Jias been firmly establflfiied include

specific provisions defining freedom of transit and prescribing ri£es for

the exemption of transit traffic from such systems, iiven a very efficient

authorization or licensing system for international transport coming into

force betw©an countries separated by an intormediate^ountry or.:ccp,untries.

may obviously be ineffective without the full co-operation of the countries

traversed. In this, connexion, it may. bo mentioned that in some regions it

has .been, found,, desirable to extend th©, principle of free transit. For example,

as, regards passenger transport, with a view to promoting group travql between

the^m,, various countries exempt fr^-m authorization requirements services by

touring cars or motor coaches registered in another country of the region

carrying the same party of passengors on pleasure trips or on ^circular tours

in their territory. Transit facilities have also been granted for goods trans

port'- between seaporits-:ahd;airports-in one..country anjd ppint3; p^ ;^Gstin,^tion

or origin in", another oouhi;ryr whenever.conly, itTftnjs-'ShiB.msjn'fe; at^.ther seaport-

or airport-, of.;th&. cpuhtry;of transit is

33/ Leaguo of Nations Treaty Sories Vols. VIl - VIIr," page II,' "Registration
No.. 171.' ■ - ■;■ ■.■■•.■ .■... , ■ ■ .'.:■;• .;■-,- ;

14/ Unitod Nations Publications, Sales No, 1948. II.D.4
!£/ United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 62, p.2, Registration No. '814
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sub-regional working group of the West African Coniorence, which would be

4uite satisfactory in normal conditions. Instead, the Conference ,,ay wish

to Croats, an organ to serve for the duration of the project as its full-

timo traffic office or institute.

131. The established of such an organ would a.poar to he a feasible

economic and elective moans of taking advantage, simultaneously at sub-

regional andnati.aa levels, of the technical and other co-operative

assistance which countries may recast and obtain in the fiald of road traffic

and transport from the existing United nations sources of othor multilateral

or bilateral source. The preparation of a modarn system of traffic laws

for uniform use throughout the nub-region would bo harmonized with specific

doraostic requirements.

Furtherooro, it would be agr.ed that as the project proceeded the

auoa*ions of corresponding administrative organization in the different

.counties and training of specialists would be tdcen up.

132. ' Generally speaking the establishment of the above-mentioned organ

need not involve mere than a combination of a small staff and some*material

resources and facilities supplied V the various countries, together with

a small group of international experts; yet it could spare the national

"■' authorities the burden of work entailed in the project *nd thus onabl, them

to concentrate on their'day-to-day activities. The preparation of the

*al9vant reverts and studies would thon not depend entirely on contributions

;, from t le services or dapartments concerned, as a large part of that work

.would i.e done by the experts in charge of the project^. Lastly, the organ
could deal on its initiative ith suoh existing obstacles as the lack of

regional statistical and ether background data, the lack of facilities for

tGChnical conditions.
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the training of officials responsible for various aspects of road traffic.

It would also observe the principle that, considering the ureonoy of other

public administration problems, little priority can be given at the present

stags to organizing and strengthening the duthoritios in charge of road

traffic and transport matters, but would make its contribution towards the

development of a modern traffic administration system for the future.
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Annex 2

MODEL DRIVING PERMIT — Dimensions: 74x10

Colour: pink

1 The permit will be drawn up in the Ian-
goage(s) prescribed by the legislation of the

State.

2. The title of the document "Driving Permit'*
will be written in the language(s) prescribed
in 1. above and will be followed by the trans

lation in French "Permis de condtiirf.

3. The inscriptions should be written (or at least
repeated) in Latin characters or in so-called

h script

4. The additional remarks, if any, by die com
petent authorities of the issuing country will
not apply to international traffic

5. The distinguishing sign as defined in annex 4

shall be inscribed in the ovaL
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(Boono-io =** Social Oomoll B.solution 645 I

(Form to be attached to domestic driving pennit)

The attached driving pennit. No

is valid for
(class(es) of vehlcle(s))

until

indefinitely.

(Strike out whichever

does not apply)

It was issued in (Country) ' (Subdivision- State or province)

(Name of holder)

(Place) <*>«*)
Seal or stamp of the competoit authority or

of a duly authorized association.






